PROGRAM

PRESIDENT HENRY COPELAND, presiding

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION  The Scot Pipers

INVOCATION  Anne D. Kear

FOR THE CLASS OF 1990  Steven W. Knox

THE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  Johnnetta B. Cole
  What Difference Does Difference Make?

THE CONFERRING OF THE HONORARY DEGREES

THE CONFERRING OF THE DEGREES IN COURSE
  Bachelor of Arts
  Bachelor of Music
  Bachelor of Music Education

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BENEDICTION  Robert C. Linke

RECESSIONAL  The Scot Pipers

(The audience is requested to remain seated during the
  Academic Procession and the Recessional)
DEGREES

Doctor of Fine Arts
Doctor of Laws

ATHENA TACHA
JOHN W. POOCOCK

Bachelor of Arts

TOBOULAYEFA DISEWARI AGARA Kaiama, Nigeria International Relations
MAHBUB ALAM Kishoreganj, Bangladesh Computer Science
ANDREW DAVID ALBERS Vienna, Virginia Political Science
KENNETH ERIC ALDRIDGE Warrensville Chemistry
CATHERINE GRACE ALLEN East Lansing, Michigan French
ROBERT EARL ANDREWS Marysville Geology
DEREK MARTIN ARGUST Rochester, New York Political Science
JOHN RICHARD ASHBAUGH Butler, Pennsylvania Chemistry
ELIZABETH ANNE BACON Leawood, Kansas Sociology (Social Welfare Track)
AMY ELIZABETH BAKER South Norwalk, Connecticut Spanish
KAREN ANN BALOGH Euclid English
THOKOZANI MANYIKA BANDA Blantyre, Malawi Political Science
SUMANTA BANERJEE Calcutta, India Business Economics
VIVEK BATRA New Delhi, India Business Economics
MELISSA MARIE BEACH Eldred, New York Communication Studies
SUSAN CORNELL BEAVINS Wallingford, Pennsylvania English
TRACY ANNE BECKETT Huntington, West Virginia English
SHIREEN LOIS BEHZADI Bay Village English
MARGARET ADRIAN BELLINGER Chevy Chase, Maryland Art
PAUL ANDREW BELLIS* Akron Mathematics/Classical Studies Honors
CATHERINE KILTY BELT Amherst, Massachusetts Art
GEOFFREY ALLEN BELZ North Olmsted Urban Studies
DAWN LORRAINE BENNETT Alexandria, Virginia Communication Studies
GREGG ALAN BEVENSEE Lawrenceville, New Jersey Business Economics
STEVEN BLAKE BOARDMAN Berea Speech Communication
STEVEN SHELBY BOARDMAN Northfield, Minnesota History
KAREN LYNN BODLE  Westborough, Massachusetts  *Psychology*

PETER SAMUEL BOGER  Rush, New York  *Business Economics*

JAMES CUMMINGS BONBRIGHT III  Kensington, Maryland  *Philosophy*

RAYVON PAUL BOONE  New York, New York  *Business Economics*

DONALD WILLIAMS BOOTH  Franklin, Michigan  *Psychology*

CHRISTINA GENET BOYD  Athens  *English Honors*

KATHLEEN ANN BRADLEY  Greenwich, Connecticut  *Art*

MICHAEL DENNIS BREEN  Orchard Park, New York  *History*

JAMES CLOPTON BRIDGMAN  Louisville, Kentucky  *Philosophy Honors*

SARAH JANE BRIGGS  Tarpon Springs, Florida  *History*

RACHELLE LOUISE BROOKS  Olmsted Township  *Political Science*

JAMES TRAVIS BROWN  Springfield  *Sociology (General Track)*

RICHARD ALAN BROWN  Stratham, New Hampshire  *English Honors*

WENIFRED ELLEN BROWN  Amherst  *Art*

JULIE CHRISTINE BUDDEN  Dublin  *Sociology Honors*

AMY ELIZABETH BURGESS  Sacramento, California  *English Honors*

ANTHONY LESTER BURKE  Rockville, Maryland  *Chemistry*

JEFFREY EDGAR BURT*  Darien, Connecticut  *History*

MATTHEW MASON BYARS  Lexington, Kentucky  *English*

MARILYN ANN CAHILL  Fairview Park  *French*

MARY MARGARET CHRISTINA CALDER*  Appleton, Wisconsin  *International Relations*

MICHAEL SCOTT CAMMARATA  Kenmore, New York  *English*

JEHAN MICHAEL CANAGARETNA  Colombo, Sri Lanka  *Business Economics*

CHRISTOPHER A. CARINI  Greenwich, Connecticut  *Political Science*

KRISTEN DAHLANDER CARNEAL  McLean, Virginia  *Psychology*

ALICIA LEE CARTER  Atlanta, Georgia  *German*

CAITLIN CARY  Seville  *English Honors*

JOHN DIXON CASAIS  Chatham, New Jersey  *Philosophy Honors*

MICHAEL ROBERT CASEY  Lyndhurst  *Business Economics*

GIM WAH CHOQ  Penang, Malaysia  *Art/Economics Honors*

P. JACOBA CHRISTIAN  Wilmington, Delaware  *Theatre Honors*

ROBERT CAREY CLINGAN  Westminster, Maryland  *Theatre*
DAVID JOSEPH COOGAN  Weston, Connecticut  English
DEBORAH MICHELLE COSS  Massillon  Special—Bio-psychology
SHARON ANNE COURSEY  Rittman  Women's Studies
COURTNEY STELLNER CRAFT  Madison, Connecticut  Spanish
CHARLES ALLEN CRAWFORD  Stow  Chemistry
LAWANDA YVETTE CRAWL  Cleveland Heights  Psychology
GREGORY SCOTT CROWTHER  Menands, New York  Sociology (General Track)
JEFFREY DAVID DABERKO  Shaker Heights  Political Science
AARON LINDSAY DAVIES  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Sociology (Anthropology Track)  Honors
CANDICE FLETCHER DAVIS  Sewickley, Pennsylvania  English
JOSHUA WOOD DENBEAUX  Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey  History
CRAIG ARTHUR DENNISON  Pittsford, New York  Spanish
LORAINE ADRIENNE DEUEL  Shaker Heights  Sociology (General Track)
KATHLEEN M. DOLAN  North Olmsted  Psychology  Honors
SONAL MANSUKHLAL DOMADIA  Chesterland  Art
COURTNEY ANN DONNELLEY  Lake Forest, Illinois  Art
JAMES ARTHUR DOW IV  Marshfield, Massachusetts  History
THOMAS BENNETT DRAKE  Milwaukee, Wisconsin  International Relations
JEANNINE MARIE DRVENKAR  Lakewood  Political Science  Honors
JENNIFER LYN DUGAN*  Boiling Springs, Pennsylvania  Special—Corporate Fitness
JENNIFER JANE DUNN  Vermillion, South Dakota  Russian  Honors
RUSSELL BENJAMIN DUNN  Yarmouth, Maine  History
KATELYN MARY Dwyer  Mahwah, New Jersey  Art  Honors
JONATHAN ERIK EKHOLM*  Staten Island, New York  Communication Studies
TERRI LYNN ELIAS  Butler, Pennsylvania  Sociology (General Track)  Honors
NATHANIEL YEOMANS ELLIOTT IV  Williamsburg, Virginia  Psychology
MICHAEL ROBERT HENDERSON ELLIS*  Wilmette, Illinois  Art
TIMOTHY GEORGE ESPY  Erie, Pennsylvania  Business Economics
SONJI UVON EVerson  Mansfield  Chemistry
KARL REINHOLD FEDERMANN  Richfield  Business Economics
PETER ALEXANDER FEHRENBACK  Williamsburg, Virginia  History
LAURA JEANNETTE FELLERS  Hudson  Psychology  Honors
MELFORD PATRICK FERGUSON  St. Louis, Missouri  Black Studies
ANDREW PATRICK FERLITO  Hamilton, New York  English
ERNEST ROGER FRANK  Wooster  Chemistry  Honors
THEODORE MARCUS FRIEDMAN  Hanover, New Hampshire  Economics
KRISTIN WILLIAMS GALBRAITH  Pittsford, New York  Sociology (Anthropology Track)
AMY SUSAN GECKELER  Ridgewood, New Jersey  English
KAREN KIRKWOOD GILLIES  Blairstown, New Jersey  Women's Studies
LORI KRISTINE GILLMAN  Rittman  French
ANDREA VICTORIA GOMEZ  Snyder, New York  English
MARK DARRELL GOOCH  Wooster  History
MARK DAVID GOODMAN  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Philosophy
ROBERT JAMES GRATCHNER  Annandale, Virginia  Business Economics
DAVID HAYWARD GREENE  Vienna, Virginia  History
BETH ANN GRIBBIN  York, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies
TIMOTHY SPENCER GRIFFITH  Lawrenceville, New Jersey  History
WILLIAM FRANK GRUBB  Solon  History
NANCY LYNN GUTHRIE  Harrisonburg, Virginia  Geology
HOLLY RENÉE HADDEN  Worthington  Religious Studies  Honors
DOUGLAS BADI HAGHIGHI  Rocky River  History  Honors
ELIZABETH DIANE HALL  Cleveland  Spanish  Honors
KATHERINE ELIZABETH HALLETT  Urbana, Illinois  History
PAUL GRAVES HAMMERMESSE  Wellesley, Massachusetts  Psychology  Honors

The William A. Galpin Award, 1st  The Dan Lockhart Award

BRIAN DAVID HANSON  Chardon  Business Economics
S. JOEL HASTINGS  Big Prairie  Political Science  Honors
NANCY MAYER HEARD  West Hartford, Connecticut  Sociology (General Track)
EDWARD ANDREW HENDERSON  Spartanburg, South Carolina  Music
BRIAN DANIEL HENNESSY  Bridgewater, Connecticut  Economics
MATTHEW EUGENE HERRING  Princeton, New Jersey  Psychology
PAMELA JEAN Hewes  Elm Grove, Wisconsin  Sociology (General Track)
KEVIN LAMAR HICKS  Rockville, Maryland  Communication Studies
MATTHEW ERNEST HIESTAND  Old Fort  Chemistry

The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd

TIMOTHY ALLAN HILLHOUSE  Cincinnati  Art
ALLISON HODNETT  Bethesda, Maryland  Philosophy  Honors
LISA ANN HOEPF Oberlin Urban Studies
ANDREW PAUL HOLLAND Akron Biology
SHEILA MARIE HOSTETTLER Millersburg Psychology
BRIAN ANDREW HOWMAN Orrville Geology
MOLLY HUBER Oberlin Religious Studies
SIMONE RENÉE HUMPHREY Ann Arbor, Michigan Sociology (General Track)
HEIDI ANNE HUNEKE Columbus Psychology
MICHELA HUTH Bolivar Sociology
DAVID CHRISTOPHER HYLAND Durham, North Carolina History
AFSHAD JEEVAN IRANI Karachi, Pakistan Business Economics Honors
NANCY ELIZABETH IRVINE Ashland Chemistry Honors
NADINE KATHERINE ISVARIN Lakewood History
DEREK ALLAN JACKSON Dayton Sociology (General Track)
PAUL HARRIS JACOBUS East Grand Rapids, Michigan English
VISHAL JAIN New Delhi, India Business Economics Honors
MARIO ARTURO JARRÍN Quito, Ecuador Chemistry
JOHN PHILIP JORDAN III Wooster Economics
SHELLEY RENÉE JOYCE Columbus Psychology
CHRISTOPHER ANTHONY JUDD Uniontown, Alabama Economics
AMY SUSAN KALTEMARK Westlake Sociology (Social Welfare Track) Honors
JEFFREY HUGH KEAR Wharton English Honors
HEATHER LYNN KEENEY Newburgh, Indiana Urban Studies
JAMES MICHAEL KELLY III Willoughby Sociology (General Track)
STACY ANN KELLY Rochester, New York English
JOSEPH JEROME KENNEDY IV Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Political Science
JULIA RUTH KERR Worthington History Honors
BRUCE J. KIM Newbury English
HUSEIN MUSTAFA KITABWALLA Nairobi, Kenya Political Science
ANDREW JAMES KLATT Granville Psychology Honors
KRISTINE ANNE KNAUER Worthington Business Economics
STEVEN WAYNE KNOX Marion Mathematics Honors

The Jonas O. Notestein Prize

BILGE HILAL KOCAOĞLU Istanbul, Turkey Business Economics
CHARLES HOHMANN KRAHMER Duxbury, Massachusetts Economics
DENNIS EUGENE KUHL Canton Physics Honors
PHILLIP ALIF KURI Ravenna Political Science
STEVEN ALIF KURI Ravenna Political Science
DAVID CARPENTER LAKE Cincinnati History
ELIZABETH JANE LANE Doylestown Communication Studies
SAMUEL JOSEPH LANE North Canton Philosophy
SAMANTHA ELISE LANGLEY Dayton Women's Studies/English Honors
JEFFREY WHITIN LASELL Bettendorf, Iowa Political Science
KIMBERLY ANN LAVINN Downers Grove, Illinois English
MARC SEBASTIEN LAVOIE Bangkok, Thailand International Relations
SUSAN E. LEITHOLF Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Physics
ELSA ANN LINKE Mifflinburg, Pennsylvania International Relations Honors
LESLEE DIANE LIPSON Rockville, Maryland Sociology (General Track) Honors
MICHAEL POST LOVEJOY Novelty Art
THERESA A. LOWE Parma History
KATHERINE LOUISE LUCE Poland Theatre
JODY RAY LUCKRING Massillon Business Economics
KIMBERLY SUE LUCKRING Massillon Communication Sciences and Disorders
TANIA RUTH LUKOWSKY Alexandria, Virginia Art Honors
MEGAN SHERIDAN LUTZ Old Greenwich, Connecticut Art
CHRISTINA LYNN MABRY* Albuquerque, New Mexico Psychology
PETER JAMES MACK Birmingham, Michigan English
DIANE ELIZABETH MacMILLAN Richmond, Virginia Psychology
LESLEE ANN MADIGAN Potomac, Maryland Communication Sciences and Disorders
MELISSA MUS MANESIOTIS Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Art
CURTIS GORDON MANN Hudson Psychology Honors
ADRIANA LAURA MARCHIONE Reston, Virginia Art
PETER CLAYTON MARK Winnetka, Illinois History
CHERYL L. MARTIN Chester Springs, Pennsylvania Sociology (General Track)
DALE DICKINSON MARTIN Webster, New York Business Economics
GWENDOLYN LAUREL MARTIN Burnsville, Minnesota Psychology
KAREN MARGARET McEWEN Fairview Park Physics Honors
JOSHUA VAN KIRK MCKAIN Preston, Connecticut Sociology (General Track)
KIMBERLY ANN McLEOD Shaker Heights English
FREDDY MDABANE Stellenbosch, South Africa Mathematics
TIMOTHY SCOTT MELCHERT Richmond, Virginia Psychology
EDWIN VICTOR MERKEL Rochester, New York Biology
ELISE CARY MERRELL Ocean Ridge, Florida English
LISA LYN MIKSCHE Murraysville, Pennsylvania Theatre Honors
TERRY DYWANE MILLER Akron Computer Science
FRANCIS PICKENS MILLER II Crestwood, Kentucky Religious Studies
JAMES THWAITES MILLCAN III Cleveland Heights Philosophy
ERNEST SEAN MISHNE Shaker Heights Communication Studies
THOMAS VICTOR MORROW Sandusky Speech Communication
KATHERINE JEAN MORTENSEN Winchester, Massachusetts Music
ANN MARGARET MOSER Decatur, Illinois Biology
ISABELL DIANE MOSES Akron Economics
JEFFREY ROBERT MOUNTS Fremont, Indiana Psychology Honors
CAROLINE ANDREA MUDGE* Huntington, New York Psychology
HALIMA DALE MUHAWI Fresno, California International Relations
KRISTINE GAYE MUSHETT Sandusky Political Science
GENGA THAVI NADARAJU Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Geology Honors
KEITH ROBERT NAHIGIAN Fairview Park History
STEPHEN NJUGUNA NDEGWA Mombasa, Kenya Political Science/English Honors
KIRK ROLAND NEUREITER Dallas, Texas History
MARGARET SANFORD NOTT Bryan Mathematics
M. KATHLEEN O'GRADY Hyattsville, Maryland Theatre Honors
REUBEN OH Penang, Malaysia Business Economics
SABLE DEMBEKO OLINGO Nairobi, Kenya Psychology
GEORGE OOMMEN Dubai, United Arab Emirates Business Economics Honors
THOMAS ANIL OOMMEN Berea Religious Studies
ERIC EUGENE OTT* Coshocton Business Economics
CHRISTOPHER WITT PALESTRANT Elmhurst, New York
  Special—Music Composition and Theatre
POLYCHRONIS S. PAPAGERAS Thessaloniki, Greece Mathematics
ALISON REEVES PARSONS Dhaka, Bangladesh Sociology (Anthropology Track)
JENNIFER BETH PATTERSON Rochester, New York English
GREGORY WILLIAM PEACOCK Akron English Honors
TROND BREIEN PEERSEN Trondheim, Norway International Relations
EDWARD RAYMOND PEKAREK Highland Heights Sociology (General Track)
ERNEST CHARLES PELAIA Brecksville Business Economics
KARL JORDAN PENN Youngstown English
ESTELA ISAURA PEREIRA Parma Heights Sociology (General Track)
DAVINA ELLEN PERL Geneva, Switzerland Art
BRIAN JOHN PHILLIPS* Medina History
WENDI LEE PHILLIPS Cincinnati Business Economics
GREG GIBSON PHLEGAR Perrysburg Religious Studies
SEAN WILLIAM PICKETT Kansas City, Missouri Political Science
MICHELLE ELIZABETH PLACE Westerville Chemistry
MELISSA ANNE POPEWINY Mount Vernon Psychology
STEPHANIE ELIZABETH PORTER Temple, New Hampshire English
MATTHEW DONAVAN PORTNER Ashland Biology
SCOTT R. POWELL Darien, Connecticut Sociology (General Track)
SUSANNE MICHELLE PURVIS Rolling Hills Estates, California Art
DANIEL ROBERT RADVANSKY Toronto Spanish
NASEEM RAHMAN Karachi, Pakistan Physics Honors
KRISTA LYNNE RANDALL Meadville, Pennsylvania Sociology (Social Welfare Track) Honors
PHILIP MATTHEWS REA Wooster Sociology (General Track)
MARGARET MILLER REDIC Dayton Women’s Studies Honors
MARTHA GARDNER REEVES Richmond, Virginia Art
MARGARET SINCLAIR REID Chicago, Illinois English
RUTH ANN REYNOLDS Rogue River, Oregon Political Science
TODD HARDY RICHARDSON Newark, Delaware English Honors
KELLY ANN RICHMOND Middleburg, Virginia Art/History
JULIE DEVEREAUX RIVINUS St. Louis, Missouri English
JAMES WALLACE ROBERTSON Battle Creek, Michigan Chemistry Honors
JAMES YORK ROEDER Titusville, Pennsylvania Business Economics
LARA MARIE ROWLEY* Export, Pennsylvania Biology
DOUGLAS QUIN SACHTELBEN Houston, Texas English
ELIZABETH HANNA SATOW Glen Ellyn, Illinois Political Science Honors
AMY KAREN SCATLIFF Chapel Hill, North Carolina History
NICOLE ATESIAN SCHACK Huntington Woods, Michigan Religious Studies
JULIE ANN SCHMIDT  Wooster  Sociology (General Track)
ALEXANDRIA PAGE SCHOENKE  Laytonsville, Maryland  Art
LEONARD WAYNE SCHULTZ II  Painesville  Chemistry Honors
DAVID WILLIAM SCRUGGS*  Columbia, Missouri  Political Science
JOHN GALEN SCUDDER  Richmond, Texas  Physics/Computer Science
ANNE ELIZABETH SCULLARD  Webster, New York  English
CHRISTOPHER R. SHARP  Berkshire, New York  English
JAMES FRANKLIN SHENK  Bozman, Maryland  Psychology
JAY THOMAS SIMONDS  Gahanna  Geology
MARGARET LOUISE SINGLETON  Kansas City, Missouri  English
LISA LYNN SKLADAN  Vermilion  Spanish
JAMIE DEARE SLOAN  Uniontown, Pennsylvania  Art
MARK CAMERON SMITH  Cincinnati  Chemistry
LAURA CHAMPLIN SMYTHE  Fairfax Station, Virginia  Spanish Honors

The William A. Galpin Award, 1st

MICHAEL EDWARD SNAVELY  Dalton  History
THOMAS SCOTT SOLAK  Elyria  Psychology
ROBYN SOMMER  Minster  Geology Honors
MICHAEL BERNARD STANFAR  Campbell  History

STEPHANIE MARIA STAPLETON  Georgetown  English/Political Science Honors
HEATH KIRK STEVENS  Meadville, Pennsylvania  Sociology (Anthropology Track)
REBECCA LYNNE STEVENS  Quakertown, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies

MARYBETH STUKUS  Granville  Chemistry
MARGARET ALICE STUMPF  Lakewood, Colorado  English
KIMBERLY ANNE SULLIVAN  Hinckley  Psychology
ELLEN ELAINE TEASLEY  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Psychology
BENJAMIN HARLIN TENDERSTROM  Louisville, Kentucky  Art
ELAINE THEODORE  Rocky River  Mathematics
LOUIS ARNOLD THERIOT  Wichita, Kansas  History
AMIT TIBREWAL  Calcutta, India  Computer Science
PRESTON SCOTT TRUE  Winnetka, Illinois  English
SABAS SAMUEL TUMIWA  Jakarta, Indonesia  International Relations
RAYMOND ANDREW TURNER  Coshocton  Business Economics
STEPHANIE ELIZABETH VADER  Gaithersburg, Maryland  Religious Studies
WILLIAM E. VAN CLEAVE  Louisville, Kentucky  English/Women’s Studies
DANIEL D. VANDER LENDE  Grand Rapids, Michigan  Chemistry
DEBORAH JANE VAROUH*  Elyria  Music
MARK RONALD VAROUH  Amberst  History
ANDREA CLAIRE VINCI  North Canton  Psychology  Honors
DENISON FRICK VON MAUR  Vaud, Switzerland  Political Science
CAROLINE CARLESEN WALKER  Kent  Sociology (General Track)
DAVID ALEXANDER WALKER  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  Art
DAVID JOHN WALUSE  Nairobi, Kenya  Economics
CASSANDRA LOUISE WEAVER  Shaker Heights  Sociology (General Track)

    The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd

THOMAS CRESSEY WEBSTER  Lansing, Michigan  International Relations  Honors
ANDREA LE ANN WEIGEL  Williamsport, Pennsylvania  Chemistry
EDWARD WILLIAM WEINTRAUB  Larchmont, New York  History
MICHAEL STANLEY WELLS  Greencastle, Indiana  History
JOHN ROLAND WESLEY  San Antonio, Texas  History
PHILLIP CHRISTOPHER WEST  New York, New York  History
TODD EDWIN WHITAKER  Fairlawn  Biology  Honors
TONYA DENIECE WHITSETT  Cleveland  Political Science
MARGARET ESTHER WILDE  Due West, South Carolina  Sociology (General Track)
PAUL PARKER WILKINSON  Worthington  English
BENJAMIN ELLIOT WILLIAMS  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies
CARL JEWETT WILLIAMS  Irvine, California  Philosophy
DAVID KEITH WILLIAMS  Brevard, North Carolina  Philosophy
LYNNE MARIE WILLIAMS  Waukesha, Wisconsin  Psychology
CHERYL SUZANNE WILSON  Lexington, Kentucky

Sociology (Anthropology Track)

SEAN KENNETH WILSON  Washington, Pennsylvania  Chemistry  Honors
PATRICK WILLIAM WNNIEWICZ  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Business Economics
JULIE SHARON WOOSLEY  Cullowhee, North Carolina  Chemistry
MIA ELLEN WRIGHT  Sandy Spring, Maryland  Sociology (Anthropology Track)
ABIGAIL LUISE WURF  Washington, D.C.  History
JENNIFER YOUNG  Portland, Indiana  International Relations
STEPHANIE MARIA ZACHARY Strongsville Psychology
KATHERINE ZELTNER Lyndhurst Art Honors
PATRICK NEILL ZISELBERGER Gaithersburg, Maryland English Honors

Bachelor of Music
SABRA ATLANTA AARON Falconer, New York Music History
ALICIA LEE CARTER Atlanta, Georgia Voice
ERIK ALTON DAHL Annapolis, Maryland Guitar
JAMES MATTHEW DOERING North Royalton Piano Honors
KIMBERLY MARIE McCOUL North Canton Flute Honors
BRENDA CAROL TROXTELL Amherst Piano Honors

Bachelor of Music Education
BARBARA SUSAN BELL Hudson Music Education 
SHARON ELAINE MURPHY Jeromesville Music Therapy
KATHERINE LoRE RYAN Berea Music Therapy
KATHERINE ANNE SCHILLING Wooster Music Therapy
STEPHEN BOWER VIETZE Cincinnati Music Education 
APRIL ARDELLA WESTOVER Euclid Music Therapy

A single gold stripe on the sleeve of the graduation gown indicates either Phi Beta Kappa membership or departmental honors. Two stripes indicate both Phi Beta Kappa and honors.

Will be eligible for State of Ohio Teaching Certificate.

*Degree requirements to be completed during the summer of 1990.

Flowers for the 1990 Commencement have been given in memory of ESTHER MAE GRABER '34, Director of Food Service 1947 to 1970, and at the time of her retirement in June 1977, Manager of The Wooster Inn.
Degrees Conferred October 21, 1989

Bachelor of Arts

NIZAM AMIR ABBANY Nairobi, Kenya  Economics
ALICIA COLLIN AEBERSOLD Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania  English
KATHRYN ANN BALDWIN Fairfield, Connecticut  English
PETER MACLEAN CURRIE Kenilworth, Illinois  Political Science
D'ARCY KENNETH DOYLE Rochester, New York  Political Science
MIKAEL A. GIDADA Cazenovia, New York  International Relations
GREGORY REDMOND GIULIANO Middleburg Heights  Business Economics
ERIN ELIZABETH GRIM Dalton  Speech Communication  Honors
AMMER SHABBIR HALAI Karachi, Pakistan  Economics
LAURA KIMBERLY HUNSBERGER Rochester, New York  History
JOHN MICHAEL MANDRYK Lakewood  Physics
JAMES ALOYSIUS MARTINO, III Avon, Connecticut  Business Economics
MATILDE KATHLEEN MOROS East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania  Political Science
DONALD L. MOSTELLER, JR. Williamsport, Pennsylvania  Physics
SUZAN AKELO OUMA Nairobi, Kenya  International Relations
ROSS CLAYTON PRATHER Meadville, Pennsylvania  History
CATHERINE LOUISE SCRIBNER Manlius, New York  Philosophy
MICHAEL ALLEN SMITH Rittman  Sociology
SCOTT MICHAEL SPANGLER, JR. Paradise Valley, Arizona  English
SALOME WEKISA SSALI Nairobi, Kenya  French
THOMAS WILLIAM STEWART, JR. Wheeling, West Virginia  French/Psychology
JEFFREY CHARLES SULLIVAN Houston, Texas  International Relations
APOSTOLOS VRANAS Athens, Greece  Economics
DAVID PAUL WILKIE Akron  Economics

Prizes

THE JONAS O. NOTESTEIN PRIZE
Steven Wayne Knox

THE WILLIAM A. GALPIN AWARDS FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE IN COLLEGE WORK

Women
Laura Champlin Smythe, 1st  Cassandra Louise Weaver, 2nd

Men
Paul Graves Hammerness, 1st  Matthew Ernest Hiestand, 2nd

THE DAN F. LOCKHART OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD
Paul Graves Hammerness
THE PARKER MYERS MEMORIAL AWARD
Sharon Anne Coursey

THE WILLIAM WALLACE CHAPPELL — ELIZABETH DALTON MEMORIAL PRIZE
David Christopher Hyland

THE DONALD R. MACKENZIE PRIZE IN ART
Katelyn Mary Dwyer

THE NETTA STRAIN SCOTT PRIZES IN ART
Adriana Laura Marchione, Studio Art Katherine Zeltner, Art History

THE MANGES ATHLETIC PRIZE
LaWanda Yvette Crawl and Matthew Ernest Hiestand

THE HORACE N. MATEER PRIZE IN BIOLOGY
Todd Edwin Whitaker

THE KAREN DIANE CROSS MEMORIAL AWARD
Deborah Michelle Coss

THE WILLIAM Z. BENNETT PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY
Michelle Elizabeth Place

THE WILLIAM BYRON ROSS MEMORIAL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY
Charles Allen Crawford and Nancy Elizabeth Irvine

THE CHEMISTRY PREMEDICAL AWARD
Matthew Ernest Hiestand

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS AWARD
Marybeth Stukus

THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY SENIOR AWARD
John Richard Ashbaugh and Charles Allen Crawford

THE FRANK HEWITT COWLES MEMORIAL PRIZE IN CLASSICS
Paul Andrew Bellis

THE INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY FOUNDATION BUSINESS ECONOMICS PRIZE
Afshad Jeevan Irani and Vishal Jain

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE ECONOMICS PRIZE
Gim Wah Choo

THE WHITNEY STONEBURNER PRIZE IN EDUCATION
Sarah Jane Briggs

THE WALDO H. DUNN PRIZE IN ENGLISH
Andrew Patrick Ferlito

THE PAUL Q. WHITE PRIZE IN ENGLISH
Christina Genet Boyd

THE JOHN W. O'LOTHOUSE PRIZE IN FRENCH
Lori Kristine Gillman
THE CUMMINGS-RUMBAUGH GOVERNMENT PRIZE
Stephen Njuguna Ndegwa

THE CUMMINGS-RUMBAUGH HISTORY PRIZE
Sarah Jane Briggs

THE AILEEN DUNHAM PRIZE IN HISTORY
Douglas Badi Haghighi

THE WILLIAM H. WILSON PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS
Steven Wayne Knox

THE PI KAPPA LAMBDA PRIZE IN MUSIC
James Matthew Doering, Kimberly Marie McCoul, and Brenda Carol Troxtell

THE JOHN F. MILLER PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY
James Clopton Bridgman

THE ARTHUR H. COMPTON PRIZE IN PHYSICS
Karen Margaret McEwen

THE FRANK MILLER PRIZE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Stephen Njuguna Ndegwa

THE DAVID A. LEACH MEMORIAL PRIZE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Andrea Claire Vinci

THE PAUL DeWITT TWINEM BIBLE AWARD
Stephanie Elizabeth Vader

THE ROLAND H. DEL MAR PRIZE IN SPANISH
Laura Champlin Smythe

THE EDWARD McCREIGHT PRIZE IN DRAMATICS
Lisa Lyn Miksch

THE CUMMINGS-RUMBAUGH SPEECH AND DRAMATICS PRIZE
Kimberly Sue Luckring and Leslie Ann Madigan, Speech
M. Kathleen O'Grady, Dramatics

THE DELBERT G. LEAN PRIZE IN SPEECH
Kevin Lamar Hicks

THE EMERSON MILLER PRIZE IN SPEECH
Elizabeth Jane Lane

THE WILLIAM C. CRAIG THEATRE PRIZE
P. Jacoba Christian

THE JAMES R. TURNER PRIZE
Margaret Miller Redic
Phi Beta Kappa

PAUL BELLIS
CHRISTINA BOYD
JENNIFER DUNN
LAURA FELLERS
ELIZABETH HALL
PAUL HAMMERNESS
VISHAL JAIN
AMY KALITENMARK
JEFFREY KEAR

ANDREW KLATT
STEVEN KNOX
SAMANTHA LANGLEY
ELS A LINKE
KAREN McEWEN
STEPHEN NDEGWA
MICHELLE PLACE
KRISTA RANDALL

TODD RICHARDSON
JAMES ROBERTSON
LEONARD SCHULTZ II
LAURA SMYTHE
ANDREA VINCI
TODD WHITAKER
SEAN WILSON
JULIE WOOSLEY

Sigma Delta Pi (Spanish)

ANDREW ALBERS
AMY BAKER
COURTNEY CRAFT
CRAIG DENNISON
THOMAS DRAKE
ELIZABETH HALL
MARIO JARRIN
DANIEL RADVANSKY
LAURA SMYTHE
KIMBERLY SULLIVAN
MARGARET WILDE

Phi Sigma Iota (French)

CATHERINE ALLEN
LORI GILLMAN
JENNIFER YOUNG

Eta Sigma Phi (Classics)

PAUL BELLIS
JOSH DENBEAUX
POLYCHRONIS PAPAGERAS

Lambda Pi Eta (Communication)

KEVIN HICKS
ELIZABETH LANE
KIMBERLY LUCKRING

Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics)

GIM WAH CHOO
JENNIFER DUNN
TIM ESPY
AFSHAD IRANI
VISHAL JAIN
JOHN JORDAN
HILAL KOCAGOGLU
ELS A LINKE
JOE LUCKRING
DALE MARTIN
GEORGE OOMMEN
ERIC OTT
PATRICK WINNEWITZ

Pi Kappa Lambda (Music)

JAMES DOERING
BRENDA TROXTELL
Prizes for the academic year 1989-90 which were awarded to seniors at ceremonies held during the course of the year:

THE MARY SANBORN ALLEN PRIZE Jennifer J. Dunn
THE HAROLD G. AND HELEN F. ARNOLD SCHOLARSHIP Heidi A. Huneke
THE WILLIS C. BEHOTEGUY PRIZE IN FRENCH Lori K. Gillman
THE BLANCHARD AWARD Toboulayefa M. Agara
THE ROBERT JAMES BROWN MEMORIAL PEACE PRIZE Trond B. Peersen
THE RAYMOND R. DAY PRIZE IN URBAN STUDIES Geoffrey A. Belz
THE GERMAN DEPARTMENT BOOK PRIZE Steven W. Knox
David A. Walker
THE G. PAULINE IHRIG PRIZE IN FRENCH Catherine G. Allen
THE REMY JOHNSTON MEMORIAL PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY Samuel J. Lane
THE SALLY COMIN KANESHIGE SCHOLARSHIP Barbara S. Bell
THE MAXINE R. LOEHR PIANO SCHOLARSHIP Brenda C. Troxtell
THE LUBRIZOL AWARD Ernest R. Frank
James W. Robertson
Leonard Wayne Schultz II
THE LUBRIZOL SCHOLARSHIP Charles A. Crawford
THE ALICE HUTCHISON LYTTLE BIOLOGY AWARD Ann M. Moser
THE ROBERT W. McDOWELL PRIZE IN GEOLOGY Robyn T. Sommer
THE ALBERT GORDON McGAW MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP Toboulayefa M. Agara
THE CHARLES B. MOKE PRIZE Genga Thavi Nadaraju
THE TOM NEISWANDER MEMORIAL AWARD Samantha Langley
THE PHI BETA KAPPA PRIZE Jeffrey H. Kear
PRESSER FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP James M. Doering
THE NETTA STRAIN SCOTT PRIZE IN ART Katherine Zeltner
THE HELEN SecREST SCHOLARSHIP Ruth A. Reynolds
THE ATLEE L. STROUP PRIZE IN SOCIOLOGY Aaron L. Davies
THE FRANCIS AND ELIZABETH TWINEH SCHOLARSHIP Sean K. Wilson
Matthew E. Hiestand
THE RICARDO VALENCIA PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF SPANISH AND ITALIAN Daniel R. Radvansky
THE JOSEPH F. VOIRIR SCHOLARSHIP Sharon E. Murphy
THE CARY R. WAGNER PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY John R. Ashbaugh
THE ELIZABETH SIDWELL WAGNER PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS Steven W. Knox
THE DR. JOHN GARDNER WEEKS SCHOLARSHIP FUND James W. Robertson
THE ROBERT E. WILSON AWARD Marybeth Stukus
THE DANIEL W. AND DOROTHY V. WINTER SCHOLARSHIP Timothy McCoul

Other Awards:

THE DONALDSON PRIZE FOR FICTION Caitlin Cary, 1st
Margaret Stumpff, 2nd
THE VONNA HICKS ADRIAN POETRY PRIZES Stephen Ndegwa, Poetry
Jeffrey H. Kear, Critical Essay on Poetry
THE RALPH L. KINSEY POETRY AWARD Jeffrey H. Kear
Michael Snively, Honorable Mention
THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS COLLEGE POETRY PRIZE
Douglas Sachtleben, Honorable Mention
About Academic Costume

The gathering of the College family this May morning is the present expression of a living tradition and thus forms the visible symbol of four years of joint partnership in the continuing search which is education. That we respect the past by using its form and regalia at the moment of transition to the future is simply our witness to the world that 'what is past is prologue.'

The wearing of caps and gowns is basically an old English custom. The custom still used today has its origin in the type of dress worn during the twelfth century by all classes. The cloak, with its attached hood, was worn over a long, flowing robe for protection from the weather. In the 13th century the hood appeared as a separate article of dress, a kind of pointed bag with an oval opening for the face, the long point hanging down behind.

Scholars in the medieval universities, during the early years after their founding, wore the same type of clothing as everyone else — gowns, cloaks with hoods attached or separate, and caps. Over the years the apparel of scholars changed in detail to differentiate the degrees of learning and the various faculties. As general public styles changed, scholars retained their own styles, which were established by university rules. As an Oxford enactment of 1358 put it, 'it is honourable and in accordance with reason that clerks to whom God has given an advantage over the lay folk in their adornments within, should likewise differ from the lay folk without.'

The hood, while serving as a badge to distinguish the degree held by the scholar, also served some practical function as an article of dress — 'whereas reason bids that the varieties of costume should correspond to the ordering of the seasons. . . . it is henceforth allowed that from Easter to All Saints' Day graduates may wear silken hoods instead of fur ones.'

The origin of the use of the cap as part of the degree ceremony is not clear, but at Oxford the M.A. cap was the sign of a scholar's independence, as under Roman law a slave was freed by being allowed to put on a cap. There is no agreement on the reason for the shape of the square 'mortarboard' style used today, but The Ballad of the Caps (1564) has it that 'Tis square like scholars and their books: The rest are round but this is square, To shew that they more stable are.'

The English heritage has been reflected in American academic costume from colonial times, particularly at Columbia (King's College), Yale, and a number of others. Around 1885 a widespread student movement introduced the wearing of caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. Present practice largely follows the code of an intercollegiate commission of 1895, as revised over the years.

The mortarboard cap is standard. The tassel may be black for any degree, or in the color of the major field of learning in which the degree has been granted. Gold tassels are worn only by doctors.

Gowns are black and fall in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. The masters gown has long closed sleeves with openings at the wrist. The doctor's gown has velvet panels down the front and around the neck, with three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. Harvard permits a crimson doctor's gown, Yale allows blue for both the masters and doctors, Princeton uses a black gown with orange hashmarks and sleeve lining, and other institutions likewise have special gowns.

The hood shows by its size, width of trimming and shape the level of the degree held. The area of learning in which it was given is indicated by the color of the velvet trimming — white for Arts, Letters and Humanities; green for Medicine; pink for Music; dark blue for Philosophy; golden yellow for Science; scarlet for Theology, etc. The institution granting the degree is identified by the color and pattern of the satin lining which drapes outward from the center of the hood. Foreign universities follow their own systems, e.g., the Sorbonne (Paris) designates its doctor's degree by a scarf trimmed in white fur.